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Matthew 6: 1-6, 16-21 
“Where Do We Go Now?” 
February 18, 2015 (Ash Wednesday) 
Rev. Lou Nyiri 
 
The trip was going along quite nicely until they took a wrong turn. 
Then left looked right and right looked left. 
Every corner they passed looked like the one before. 
Taking pause at a red light the exasperated driver’s voice exclaimed, “Where do we go now?” 
It had that twinge of irritation that sent a shock of incredulity through the navigator who then 
exclaimed something under their breath. 
At which point the argument ensued. 
 
We’ve all been here before haven’t we? 
Maybe not being lost on a trip but that sense of not knowing what to do. 
And what often times arises in such moments is we fight – maybe not a knock down drag out 
brawl – but we squabble – we wrestle – we argue. 
We rumble and grumble and complain ad fight about things that maybe aren’t so important… 
 
And we’re not alone – the disciples have been there too. 
I like tonight’s lectionary text for Ash Wednesday and I like it in relation to what the lectionary 
text was for this past Sunday – regarding the Transfiguration of Christ in front of Peter, James & 
John. 
Perhaps you recall the story of the Transfiguration – this past Sunday’s the text came from 
Mark’s Gospel – chapter 9. 
Jesus is up on the Mount of Transfiguration and something miraculous happens his clothes 
become dazzling white, “such as no one on earth could bleach them.”  And there appeared to 
them Elijah with Moses, who were talking with Jesus. 
 
Then Peter not knowing begins to speak and starts almost babbling – “Rabbi,” he said, “it is 
good for us to be here; let us make three dwellings, one for you, one for Moses an one for 
Elijah.”  Peter started talking and he couldn’t stop, his mouth as my father used to say, “was 
going like a duck’s back end.”   
Mark tells us, “He didn’t know what to say, for they were terrified.”   
Then the text declares, “a cloud overshadowed them and from the cloud there came a voice, 
‘This is my Son, the Beloved; listen to Him!” 
 
Suddenly when they looked around, they saw no one with them anymore, but only Jesus. 
As they were coming down the mountain, he ordered them to tell no one about what they had 
seen, until the Son of Man had risen from the dead. 
 
It’s a turning point in Jesus ministry – they are descending the mountain with one direction in 
mind – they are setting their faces toward Jerusalem and the impending death. 
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I wonder if as they descend that mountain top were the words Jesus had been telling them up 
to this point beginning to sink in a bit – words about “suffering” “death” “resurrection” – and if 
they were what they had just experienced only mixed it up more. 
So, perhaps the word they heard from the cloud that day were the words the needed to hear, 
“This is my Son, the Beloved, listen to him!” 
For if any of their three years spent with Jesus were going to make any sense then perhaps they 
needed to pay attention into the days ahead. 
 
Before they can unpack this a bit though they’re at the bottom of the mountain and they run 
into the rest of the disciples who are arguing with some scribes and quite probably each other 
about a little incident that occurred while Jesus was away on study leave with Peter, James & 
John ~ they were busy trying to heal the son of man who had a spirit that convulsed him and 
threw him into fires and tried to drown him and they couldn’t cast the spirit out. 
 
Jesus asks what’s going on and this boy’s father begins to tell Jesus the story. 
The man tells him how he brought his son to the disciples and they couldn’t heal him and the 
he tells him about how the spirit affects the boy then Jesus instructs “bring the boy to me.” 
The spirit begins to convulse the boy and in the midst of the convulsions Jesus engages the 
father to get more of the story.  The father continues the story then says to Jesus, “…if you are 
able to do anything have pity on us and help us.” 
 
Jesus exclaims, “If you are able! – all things can be done for the one who believes.” 
The man responds, “I believe, help my unbelief.” 
Jesus rebukes the spirit – it leaves the boy – the boy falls to the ground lifeless & appearing 
dead – yet stands up when Jesus takes him by the hand – then the disciples ask Jesus in privacy, 
“Why couldn’t we cast it out?” 
And Jesus says to them, “This kind can come out only through prayer.” 
 
When we don’t know what to say or do….we often find ourselves arguing amongst ourselves. 
When we’re afraid…we bicker to fill the void where fear resides. 
When we’re unable to make sense of the situation….we nitpick because that appears to give us 
control over the situation. 
 
When we’re stuck at a stop light….lost as lost can be….we argue….until we hear the voice from 
the backseat say, “Turn around and go back to where we began.” 
 
Turn around and go back to where we began… 
This is my son the Beloved, listen to him… 
When you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father… 
For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also… 
 
All solid pieces of advice when life spins out of control. 
All solid pieces of advice when life is going along status quo too. 
All solid pieces of advice when life is nearing the end… 
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All in large part of the reason we’re here tonight. 
 
That last one though is a tough one – that one about life nearing the end… 
It’s tough to get our heads around – especially when we’re young – that we enter this world – 
we live but a short time then we die… 
 
In spite of all we can do there is one thing we cannot overcome – death. 
 
Maybe that’s why we need something counter-cultural like Ash Wednesday. 
A chance to ponder that we are dust and to dust we shall return… 
A chance to sit long enough to ponder the reality of life – that everything living will one day not 
be living… 
I recall this stark reality was imprinted in my mind when last year I saw a facebook post by 
Lutheran Pastor, Rev. Nadia Bolz-Weber who posted on Ash Wednesday that she had the 
privilege to visit a family from her parish in their room after they had given birth to their child – 
the picture was her holding the child and all members of the family including this newborn with 
an ashen cross on their foreheads – the title under the photo was “You are dust…And to dust 
you shall return.” 
 
No matter how old we are – there is but one way out of this world, the way of death. 
 
And so we begin Lent…acknowledging the painful reality of our own mortality. 
 
And yet we must also acknowledge the fact that we are not alone….for we must remember that 
amid the dark places between the ashes and the bread and wine we are captured fully by the 
declaration of Christ’s redeeming work on the cross… 
 
Lent is our opportunity to intentionally choose to participate with God in the silence of our 
prayers – in the stillness of our devotions – in the creating of space and opportunity to listen… 
 
“Listening,” children’s author Madeleine Le’Engle writes in her book Trailing Clouds of Glory, 
“involves inner silence.  I cannot listen until all the static is stopped and I am emptied of 
complaints and requests and questions, empty enough so I can be filled.” 
 
In his book, Listening to Your Life, Frederick Buechner issues the same invitation, this way: 
“Listen to your life.  See it for the fathomless mystery that it is.  In the boredom and pain of it 
no less than in the excitement and gladness:  touch, taste, smell our way to the holy and hidden 
heart of it because in the last analysis all moments are keys moments and life itself is grace.” 
 
The key to transforming this listening from self-indulgence into holy listening is that we o it 
intentionally in God’s presence.  We stop and look for God’s presence in our lives and listen for 
God’s voice as it speaks to us in the events and emotions of our everyday living. 
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We can listen through attentive reading of scripture or devotionals or poetry or even science, 
mathematics or history.  We can listen through prayer, through reflection on our hopes, our 
sorrows and anxieties, our loneliness and relationship, our work and leisure.  We can listen by 
naming what we love and what we fear, by opening up both the heights and depths of our lives 
before the very heart of God. 
 
And always, in all these reflections, what we are really listening for is nothing less than an 
awareness and assurance of God’s presence – the One who has been listening to us and now 
takes this invitation of our attentiveness to respond.  
 
Again, quoting Buechner, “(God’s) message is not written out in starlight … rather it is written 
out for each of us in the humdrum, helter-skelter events of each day … Who knows what [God] 
will say to me today … Not knowing is what makes today a holy mystery as every day is a holy 
mystery.” 
 
And so tonight we begin this holy season with both sacrament and sign. 
We come to the table of grace to remember who feeds us and who promises to be with us to 
the end of time… 
We come to these bowls of ash to remember who holds us amid life’s ebb and flow… 
 
Keeping in mind that this ashen reminder is made from the palm fronds of previous Palm 
Sundays celebrated right here in this sanctuary – we remember the triumphant entry into 
Jerusalem just before the crowds turned and God’s salvation plan went into full effect. 
 
We come to these bowls of ash and have an opportunity to have crosses of ash made on our 
foreheads or the back of our hands – and we are reminded of our own mortality & of the One 
who declares we will not be alone – in this life and the next. 
 
Even the sign we make – the cross – is a gruesome reminder of Christ’s awful death – and yet it 
is simultaneously our greatest hope. 
 
Christ died … We live! 
 
In this life, we will struggle … we will suffer … and sometimes we will question God … and that is 
honest faith. 
 
And amid the struggle – amid the questions – we are reminded of those first disciples who upon 
seeing the transfigured Christ before making the journey to Jerusalem and the first Passion of 
the Christ – were reminded “this is my son the Beloved, listen to him!” 
And then the cloud disappeared and when they looked around, they saw no one with them 
anymore, but only Jesus.” 
And perhaps that is enough…that when we are lost we can remember a clarion call, “ 
Turn around and go back to where we began… 
This is my son the Beloved, listen to him… 
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When you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father… 
For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also… 
 
And so the journey begins… 
 
And tonight we come to this bowl of ash … and this table of grace … and we remember that 
because of Jesus the Christ that while we come from dust and return to dust – that when the 
fog lifts and we look around that we will see only Jesus and that is enough … that there will be 
One on the other side who will take our hand – amid the struggles of this life – and even in the 
welcome of the life to come. 
 
 


